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NPC approves 7
procurement agreements

Deal with
terror group
brings no
peace

Afghanistan needs more cultural revival in
coming years, President Ghani
KABUL: President Mohammad Ashraf Ghani, accompanied by a number of cultural
figures, paid a visit to renovated palaces of Paghman’s Bala
Bagh.
During visit his to the Bala
Bagh palace, President Ghani
said there was nothing except
stones and dirt two years ago
as the palace had been fully de-

stroyed in fighting, but operational team of the presidential
office has reconstructed and
renovated the palace as before.
“For development and further connectivity of the people,
a palace similar to Bala Bagh
will be reconstructed in each
district of the central zone,”
President Ghani said, adding
that doors of the respective pal-

ace will be open to all the people and cultural figures are
here today to share their consultations and suggestions in
this regard.
The country’s President
said when he talked to foreigner for reconstruction of Darul
Aman palace, they were saying
renovation of the palace would
be completed within three or
four years, but operationa l
team of the presidential palace
completed reconstruction process of the palace in 18 months.
Deputy of national development and operational team for
the presidential office Abdul
Rahman Atash by briefing related to reconstruction process
of the palaces said reconstruction of the respective palaces
were not simple as there were
no technica l documents on
hand.
“We did find a number of
families whose members had
worked in the palaces. Based
on previous pictures of the palSee P6...

President Ghani appreciates Tetsu Nakamura
KABUL: The National Procurement Commission (NPC)
has approved seven out of 12
procurement issues, including
construction project of GhorHerat roads with the length of
11,710 kilometers, a statement
from the Presidential Palace
said Wednesday.
A meeting of the NPC
which was chaired by the country’s President M ohammad

Ashraf Ghani at the Presidential Palace, discussed 12 procurement issues, approving
seven at the cost of 2.5 billion
afghanis, said the statement.
The approved issues also included procuring of firewood
and coal of next year for the
Ministry of Defense and some
other issues, said the statement.
President Ghani tasked the

appointed delegation to provide
reports in details about the 310
construction projects related to
the Ministry of Interior and
that how many of them were
real projects and how many
imaginary and also the companies their claims remain unapproved, should be introduced
to the attorney office, according to the agency.
The commission also re-

solved that the whole documentation related to the Real Time
Data Management Consultative Services (RTDMS) relating to the Ministry of Communication and Information Technology, be shared with the national procurement administration, the statement said.
The Kabul Times

NDI supporting democratic process in Afghanistan

KABUL: Chief Executive
Dr. Abdullah Abdullah met yes-

terda y with National Democratic Institute (NDI) delega-

tion led by head of the institute Manpreet Singh Anand at

Sapidar palace.
In the meeting, chief executive praised NDI for its activities and programs in support of
consolidation of democracy in
Afghanistan.
The country’s chief executive by briefing related to September 28 Presidentia l elections and challenges ahead insisted that clean votes of the
people would select the future
of the country.
Head and members of the
institute cong ra tulated successfully holding of the elections, assuring of the institute’s continued cooperation
with Afghanistan in consolidation of democracy in the country. The Kabul Times

Scientific, research seminar on introduction of
historic sites held in Nimruz
KABUL: A scientific and research seminar to introduce the
country’s historic sites was
held by visiting delegation of
the ministry of information
and culture in Nimroz. In the
seminar held on the occasion
of Culture Week and attended
by governor and deputy of Nimroz and representatives and elders of the province, governor
of the province Dr. Sayed Wali
Sultan briefed related to historic sites of the province expressed happiness over holding
such seminars. He said that famous architecture and historic
monuments of Sistan were historic and old, asking for atten-

tion to revival of the province’s
history and culture.
He also considered the historic Sistan had the history of
700 years and it was a land
where the people of 34 provinces were living with unity and
solidarity. Afterwards, deputy
minister of culture and art for
information and culture Prof.
Mohammad Rasol Bawary delivered speech in the seminar.
M eanwhile, advisor to the
MoIC Dr. Tariq Reshad read out
the message of presidential office, while Abdul Qadir Anwari
Zaranji read out the message
of Prof. Mohammad Azam Sistani. At the end of the seminar,

poets a nd writers delivered
their poems and articles to par-

ticipants of the seminar.
The Kabul Times

KABUL: President Mohammad Ashraf Ghani, in a meeting with Dr. Tetsu Nakamura,
appreciated him for his activities in the field of water management and agriculture development in Afghanistan, the
Presidential Press Office said
Tuesday.
"Therefore, the g overnment of Afghanistan has granted you Afghan citizenship,"

touching on his hard and continued work for water management and agriculture expansion in the country, the statement quoted.
Thanking the J apanese
government cooperation with
Afghanistan in various fields,
particularly in the area of development and agriculture
projects development, the president added that institutions

relating to Afghanistan have
used Japan experiences the said
fields, according to the statement.
Meantime, Dr. Tetsu Nakamura said Japan was a good
friend of Afghanistan. "We are
ready for further cooperation
with the government and people of Afghanistan."
The Kabul Times

CE chairs high anti-air pollution commission meeting

KABUL: Chaired by Chief
Executive Dr. Abdullah Abdullah, the meeting of high antipollution commission was held
yesterday at Sapidar palace.
In the meeting, acting
chairman of Afghanistan National Disaster Management
Authority by delivering a brief
report regarding plans and programs of the authority in connection with reduction of air
pollution said a five-year plan
for the prevention of air pollution has been prepared and its
contents have been sent to all
government institutions and
both houses of parliament.
He said that part of the air
pollution was created by vehicles; therefore, it was neces-

sary that particular technical
centers for checking vehicles
should be created to prevent
those vehicles producing much
smoke in the air.
According to representative
of the respective authority,
work on providing air specification systems is underway the
authority is planning to purchase some more air specifying systems in near future
when sufficient budget is provided.
The ANDMA acting chairman added that a part of the
programs which has been implemented 80 percent in Kabul
was the reduction of using
woods which has been replaced
with gas. Meanwhile, a repre-

senta tive of the ministry of
transport and civil aviation said
responsibility of vehicles has
been recently handed over to
the transport ministry, adding
that the ministry has not
reached to a final conclusion
to control the number and type
of vehicles in the city.
Af ter hearing reports in
connection with air pollution,
chief executive Dr. Abdullah
Abdullah a sked all relevant
ministries to introduce their
representative to ANDMA for
cooperation in this regard.
Chief executive a lso instructed the ministry of finance
to provide necessary budget to
ANDMA to implement its
plans. The Kabul Times
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Editorial
Deal with terror
group brings no peace
In an interview with an Indian Newspaper, Special representative of Russian Federation for Afghanistan Zamir Kabilov has
recently said, Taliban have gained legitimacy through war and
without direct talks with the group, the peace would not be
restored in Afghanistan. In near future, he said would invite
Taliban to Moscow to talk with them on Afghanistan peace.
These utterances are taking place at a time that shortly before and following the suspension of peace talks between Taliban and Americans by US President Trump, a Taliban delegation of Qatar political office visited Moscow and after Moscow
meeting, Russian officials requested the USA to resume peace
talks.
In the past too, the government of Russian Federation had
drawn the feet of Taliban and Afghan politicians under different
pretexts to Moscow and organized dialogues between them.
In a short time after the Bonn conference in 2001, Moscow
who supported global war on terror in Afghanistan, with a
change of 180 degree in its policy, supported Taliban and at the
outset talked on a merely diplomatic relation under the pretext
of ensuring security of Russian diplomatic centers in Afghanistan.
But later it was clear that this relation was more complicated
than it was said. Even the western countries had accused Russian Federation for military support, ensuring intelligence facilities, training and financial resources for Taliban and had said
that Russian generals had practically undertaken instruction of
some Taliban war fronts in Afghanistan.
Russian authorities had time and again said that they are
concerned on IS influence from Afghanistan territory into central Asia that they consider it as their security sanctum. Russians added that their relations with Taliban was in fact for
removal of this concern and anticipation of IS influence into
their central Asian territories.
At present, invitation of Taliban to Moscow is continuation
of Moscow scenario with Taliban that aims not implementation
of peace in Afghanistan but practicing of Moscow’s old policy.
It is clear this is part of old rivalry of Russia and the USA that
remained since the Cold War and reappeared and continues by
Russians and Americans.
Everybody including and particularly the Russians know well
that dealing with a group who merely thinks on violence and
terrorism on daily basis and deliberately killing hundreds of
innocent Afghan civilians and has close ties with international
terror organizations brings no peace and neither this deal is
taking place with this goal.
Russians must be confident that friendship with Taliban cannot bring peace for their security sanctum. Taliban are dreaming the establishment of world Islamic Emirate. And it is wondering how Russians trust the terror group.
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Taliban miscalculated massively
on all fronts: President Ghani

The Taliban ravaged Afghanistan during the war, torturing and killing countless
people. Afghan President
Ashraf Ghani explains in an
interview why his government
is still willing to negotiate
with them.
President Ghani was interviewed by Der Spiegel of Germany, parts of which excerpted by The Kabul Times Monitoring Desk which is as follows:
DER SPIEGEL: On Election Day, almost one-third of
the polling stations were
closed due to security risks
and threats. How valid and legitimate is an election in
which whole parts of the country are barred from voting?
President Ghani: First of
all, we have to consider that
this is still Afghanistan. I am
asking you: Would anybody in
another country participate in
an election if they were up
against the same massive
threats and dangers that every
voter here is facing? I have the
utmost respect for any voter
who came out. Ultimately, the
goal was to be able to hold this
election at all given the dire
scenario — and we succeeded
in facilitating that.
DER SPIEGEL: But there
is sure to be a confrontation
with Abdullah, who joined your
government as chief executive
officer as part of a power-sharing agreement in 2014.
President Ghani: There
must not be chaos like in 2014.
We do not have time for a
months-long power struggle
this time. Afghanistan needs
a government that tackles the
major challenges we face —
mainly the peace process and
improving the livelihoods of
every Afghan. We need to proceed, and a government with
two heads as we had in the last
five years will not succeed in
this scenario.
DER SPIEGEL: According
to the official estimate, turnout was historically low this
time, with only 2.5 out of 9 million voters casting ballots. It
seems the Afghan people are
fed up with democracy after
fraud-plagued elections in recent years.
President Ghani: We have
to view the participation in relation to the threats all Afghans are facing. Given the
situation, the numbers weren’t
too bad. I think Afghans are
not fed up by democracy but by
the unity government of the
last years that was not able to
push reforms forward to enhance the living situation.
They are fed up with all these
backroom deals and compro-

mises, which slowed the delivery of any political measure.
This needs to change now —
we have no time left.
DER SPIEGEL: The Taliban say the low participation
numbers underscore how
tight their grip already is on
large parts of the country.
President Ghani: The Taliban’s goal in recent years was
to overthrow the legitimate
government in Kabul and divide the country into the government-controlled areas and
the territory they hold. They
did not achieve that. Only a few
years ago, we still had more
than 130,000 international
soldiers here in Afghanistan
to secure the election and yet
we still faced massive threats
and saw attacks against the
polling stations. These days we
have taken over responsibility for our own country. Obviously, I would like to see a better security situation. Of
course, I would rather only focus on reforms and not a war
against the Taliban. But that’s
not the Afghan reality today.
DER SPIEGEL: Just a few
days before the election,
Donald Trump used Twitter to
announce the abrupt end of
peace talks with the Taliban.
Were you angry or relieved?
President Ghani: Neither.
I had repeatedly warned the
U.S., the last time only four
days before the collapse of the
talks, that Washington’s approach of negotiating with the
Taliban alone would be stillborn. Peace talks can only be
successful if the Afghan government is not only joining,
but also leading them. We have
to return to this approach. Of
course, we need the international community’s support,
but we also have to take things
into our hands. We should never forget that it was the Kabul
government that organized the
first cease-fire with the Taliban, without international
help. We need to come back to
the course that is chosen by
us, not others.
DER SPIEGEL: Did President Trump call you before he
informed the world about his
decision on Twitter?
President Ghani: No, usually Secretary of State Mike
Pompeo talks to me - that’s the
protocol these days. But we
were engaged before the
Tweets came out.
DER SPIEGEL: How close
did it really come to a meeting
between the Afghan government and the Taliban at Camp
David? And what were your expectations for that meeting?
President Ghani: We did
not expect more than a sym-

bolic meeting, where both
sides would formally commit
to a political solution and to
ending the violence to bring
this shared goal forward. But
it makes no sense to discuss
it further. We were not expecting any historic deal. The
cease-fire that President
Trump accepted as a starting
point for further talks was not
delivered by the Taliban, who
were either not able or not willing to deliver it.
DER SPIEGEL: Do you
know the reason?
President Ghani: The Taliban miscalculated massively
on all fronts. First, they underestimated the resilience of
the Afghan people, who they
wanted to use to strengthen
their position in negotiations
by conducting one attack after the other. They also fatally
misread President Trump.
They wanted to portray the
talks as their own success and
they accelerated attacks to
reach more of their goals during the talks even before any
peace deal was reached. They
painted a picture in which the
Afghan government and the
security forces have been defeated. But Afghanistan is not
Vietnam — nobody is hanging
on to helicopters here in Kabul to flee the country.
DER SPIEGEL: How
should things proceed now?
President Ghani: First,
we need a common approach.
By “we,” I mean the government of Afghanistan together
with the U.S. and the rest of
the international community.
The expectations on the Taliban were inflated in recent
months because everybody was
rushing only to the Taliban for
the peace talks and to reach
quick results. Now we need a
joint strategy again, which
won’t take months, but certainly a few weeks.
DER SPIEGEL: What
would you do differently if you
were part of the talks?
President Ghani: I am not
a very soft negotiator, everyone knows that. I am strictly
interested in our interests. I
would not accept a lasting
agreement to make peace
quickly if it did not address the
substantial issues. These issues will come back to bite you
later — every Afghan knows
that from history.
DER SPIEGEL: What do
you see as the guidelines or
even red lines for the Afghan
government?
President Ghani: Any deal
with the Taliban must include
a guarantee for the values of
the Afghan constitution, human rights, democracy and

women’s rights. Without
these, talks are pointless. We
won’t accept any inclusion of
the Taliban in the government
or even Afghan society without ironclad guarantees.
DER SPIEGEL: The Taliban’s emissaries are all wellknown war commanders who
led a bloody war against Western troops. How would you explain to the widow of an American or German soldier killed
that these individuals are now
about to land powerful positions in the government?
President Ghani: My
heart goes out to all the victims of this war, who paid the
highest price. My country and
I will be grateful for this sacrifice forever. There are no
words to heal the grief of a widow, but I would tell her that the
international mission here
changed our country substantially. Afghanistan will never
again be a country where women are held at home as if in a
cage. Furthermore, I would say
the main goal of any peace deal
is the end of the war and the
end of the bloodshed against
the international and the local
troops. I am aware, though,
that the price of such a deal is
painfully high, especially for
anyone who lost a loved one.
DER SPIEGEL: During
the talks, we saw that the Taliban are either unwilling or
unable to fulfill their promises — in this case, the reduction of violence. Can they be
trusted?
President Ghani: I never
trusted anyone in my life without proof. Trust must be built
through fulfilled promises. Afghanistan and the international community must now formulate their demands and lower
expectations on the side of the
Taliban. We have to say very
clearly that we will not surrender to them. The Taliban are
completely wrong if they believe they can march into Kabul and reverse all the progress
Afghanistan has made. They
can play a role again, but they
will have to face elections and
they will have to have the support of the population to get any
post in the government.
DER SPIEGEL: Do you
think the Taliban would accept
elections?
President Ghani: They
will have to. Look at the example of Gulbuddin Hekmatyar,
the leader of a very powerful
and ruthless Islamist guerilla group that led a war against
us and the international troops
for years. We convinced him
after long negotiations to come
to Kabul, where he lives in
See P5...
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Post playing key role in everyday
lives of people, businesses

World Post Day is celebrated each year on 9 October. The
event was declared by the 1969
Universal Postal Congress in
Tokyo as a means to mark the
anniversary of the Universal
Postal Union’s (UPU) creation
in 1874.
As a result, the UPU’s member countries are encouraged
to organize their own national
activities to celebrate the event,
including everything from the
introduction or promotion of
new postal products and services, to the organization of open
days at post offices, mail centers and postal museums.
In 2015 countries all over
the world committed themselves to working together towards
achieving
the Sustainable Development
Goals, which aim to end extreme poverty and hunger, fight
inequality and injustice, and
take action to reverse climate
change—to name just some of
these 17 agreed new Goals.
Playing its part in this global
effort, the Post today has a
more relevant role than ever by
providing infrastructure for development.
The purpose of World Post
Day is to bring awareness to

the Post’s role in the everyday
lives of people and businesses,
as well as its contribution to
global social and economic development. Fortunately, Afghanistan is among 200 countries that has got membership
of the Universal Postal Union
(UPU).
Postal services have helped
change how people communicate with one another in drastic ways. However, before the
da ys of the internet, people
would have a really hard time
getting letters and packages to
one another due to international policies regarding mail.
According to acting minister of telecommunication and
information technolog y, the
MCIT is trying to expand modern postal service across the
country and currently a number of documents are processed
through postal centers in the
country as well as people receive their issued passports
through postal centers across
the country.
The MCIT is committed to
modernizing and digitalizing
the postal services in the country as the e-commerce and online services have already
kicked off in Kabul where mod-

ernization of postal centers are
underway so that residents of
the city can make use of the
modern postal services.
For the first time in Afghanistan, postal services have
promoted during the reign of
Amir Shir Ali Khan, but the
services were delivered in tradition way, and the services
were improving by passing of
time.
Officials for the ministry of
communication and information technology say Afghanistan is among the Universal
Postal Union and currently has
close relation with a number
of postal companies of the
world delivering postal services abroad.
A number of Afghan experts
believe that post has still valuable role in the lives of the people although increasing insecurities have put negative impacts on postal services in the
country.
Currently, besides that
there is a government postal
company, there are a number
of private postal companies delivering postal services to the
people inside and outside the
country.
Lailuma Noori

Regional, world countries’ role in
Afghanistan peace process
Afghanistan peace has
changed to the most critical issues not only inside but also
outside of the country. Although Afghanistan government and a number of world
countries have made lots of efforts towards maintaining
peace in the country, unfortunately no efforts have brought
peace to the country.
Now, the question is why
continued efforts made in national and international level
have not brought peace to the
country so far?
The answer for the respective question is complicated,
but there are reasons which
are considered as obstacles towards lasting peace in Afghanistan. One of the reasons of
the continued war in the country is the interference of regional countries in internal
affairs of Afghanistan. On the
other hand, funding, equipping
and supporting of terrorist
groups by a number of regional countries have caused that
all peace efforts fail. Taliban
will only show preparation for
direct talks with Afghanistan
government when regional
countries in particular Pakistan stop funding, equipping
and supporting the group.
For the past several years,
previous governments in particular the National Unity Gov-

ernment (NUG) have made
continued efforts to put end to
the war and enter to negotiations with Taliban, but unfortunately no positive results
seen so far.
In international level, US
had held direct peace talks
with representatives of the
Taliban group nine times in
Doha, capital city of Qatar for
the past one year. Both sides
have almost reached to final
agreement and were ready to
sign the peace agreement, but
the talks were cancelled by US
President Donald Trump soon
after ten people including a US
soldier were killed in Taliban
attack in late September in
Kabul. As peace talks were ongoing between US delegates
led by Zalmay Khalilzad and
representatives of the Taliban
group led by Mullah Shir Mohammad Abas in Doha, capital
city of Qatar, the group fighters were simultaneously by
increasing suicide attacks, explosions and killing Afghan
innocent civilians have shown
their face to the world that they
do not care of any peace talks.
Despite of the group’s attacks and explosions killing
dozens of Afghan innocent civilians day and night, Afghanistan government has always
stressed on role and presence
of the regional countries in Af-

ghanistan peace process and
asked the group for direct
talks with the government. The
government of Afghanistan
has always insisted on the Afghan-led and Afghan-owned
peace process as no peace
talks or agreements would be
executed without presence of
Afghanistan government.
Afghan political experts
believe that regional consensus and the support of regional and world countries in connection with Afghanistan
peace process are necessary.
The people of Afghanistan welcome any steps taken for maintaining peace in their country.
After cancellation of direct
peace talks between US and
Taliban, a number of regional
countries including China,
Russia, India, Pakistan and
central Asian countries have
asked for resumption of the
talks between US and the Taliban group. In the meantime,
they have insisted on the peace
talks led and owned by Afghanistan government.
Afghanistan government
officials say that fortunately
peace efforts have found its
path and hopes among Afghan
people in this regard have also
increased as all sides to the
conflict want to end the continued war in the country.
Suraya Raiszada
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Many unaware of ‘Int’l
Girls Day’

Oct 11 th coincides with
Girl’s World Day. In order to
invite the world attention to
hard conditions and social restrictions on the girls throughout the globe, the UN has recently nominated this day.
Celebrating the G.W.D,
large number of fathers, mothers, brothers and friends congratulating this day to girls
and their families and remind
them with presenting of gifts.
Reporters went into the
city and interviewed many girls
on their living conditions but
large number of g irls even
didn’t know about this day.
Talking on the women’s
situations in Afghanistan ,Nazif a Sakhi an employee of
MoWA gender section said, girls
life is very hard in Afghanistan
and they are posing with numerous problems. In some parts
of Afghanistan still birth of a
girl is considered as a calamity

and misfortune in the family.
In some rural areas a nd
even in urban regions giving
birth a girl is cha nged to a
mourning and sarcastica lly
blame the mother who has given birth a girl.
Worst of all, in many cases,
the mothers who have given
birth girl are not pleased due
to their new born girl babies
and see at their new born baby
girl with hate and disappointedly feel shame.
She added, in the wake of
birth, the girl in this country
lose her value and popularity
first of all in the family and
cannot live as per her wishes.
Since childhood the due to her
sex girl is ordered not to laugh
with loud voice, not to eat during walking , listen to her
younger brother’s words, don’t
talk with boys and be occupied
with her home works. This girl
when enter the society out of

home realizes that she is dealt
as a second sex.
She went on to say, beside
traditions, illiteracy and poverty cause gender discrimination
between girls and boys as most
of the Afghan families are
proud to have more boys but
think on girls contrary.
Premature or under aged
marriages are another problem
that has affected the Afghan
girls, a phenomenon that emanates from the original outlook
of men than women. In most
cases, this conception lead to
merciless violences against innocent girls and even murder
of these under aged newlywed
brides.
She said that the worst
time for girls and women was
the petrified rule of terrorist
Taliban. They were deprived of
education, work and free movement. Restricting the conditions, Taliban provoked hate,

wrath and indignation of girls
aga inst themselves. Overwhelming majority of girls and
women consider the Taliban
rule as a bad luck for people.
Following the establishment of
interim administration led by
Hamid Karzai, better opportunities were provided to girls
and women. In post-Taliban
system beside other things educa tion and employment
chances were available to girls
that changed the life of thousands girls. Today out of about
nine million school students,
over 40 pc are girls. But the
problem has not been solved.
Data on violence against girls
and women are shocking. Innocent girls are mercilessly murdered, exchanged and in rural
and even urban areas, local
powerful people abuse girls and
women and several other tragic incidents. Beside all these,
efforts are also underway to
salvate the girls from this situation. Zeinath Ali a young girl
said, majority of girls are not
aware of this day (Oct 11th).
The government should undertake vast programs for girls to
be aware of this day.
In recent years, girls have
made considerable progresses
and wish to reach ideal life.
Mina is a student of a Kabul school, following just turning on the TV, she knows that
today is G.W.D but she doesn’t
care. She said, only so-called
celebration of G.W.D cannot
make the girls happy. M ore
works should be done for girls
to make them sincerely pleased
and celebrate this day.
Masouda Qarizada

Amanullah Khan was one
of constitutionalists and freedom loving kings of Afghanistan and from the very days of
his kingdom, he placed the issue of independence of Afghanistan as working priority.
In March 3rd of 1919, when
he took the throne said: “I accept the kingdom in a condition that you cooperate me in
implementa tion
of
my
thoughts. From domestic and
foreign policy point of view, Afghanistan should be completely independent and free.”
Finally, in August 18,1919,
he proclaimed officially the independence of Afghanistan and
annually, the people of Afghanistan celebrate this day in Assad 28th that is coinciding with
abovementioned date.
One hundred years have
been passed from temporary diplomacy of Afghanistan i.e. Aug.
19,1919.
The first tours of Gha zi
Amanullah were to Iran, Egypt,
former Soviet Union, Turkey
and a number of European
countries that it can be named
as the beginning chapter for
independent foreign policy and
active diplomacy of Afghanistan.
But, a short span of time has
been passed from this blossomed policy that Afghanistan
faced with domestic skirmishes and tensions stemmed from
World War II and establishment of violent Pakistan along
the Durand Line and cold war’s
conflicts between the then Soviet Union and the USA.
In this direction, Afghanistan for keeping of its power,
selected the conservative policy that was executed under the
shadow of other countries. In a
briefing with a US journalist,
the then prime minister had
said that we are in opinion that
the meaning of neutrality is
this that we are not in favor of
being involved in world tensions.
Afghanistan wants as an
alive and philanthropist nation

of the world to live in friendship with all countries of the
world.
Till the end of 70s, the machine of diplomacy of the country was changed in its formation in some extent as the executor of proportionate professiona l foreign policy of the
country, but so far, this policy
was remained in considerations and personal taste of royal family.
This machine was moving
with such idea and there was
no certain policy and national
interests in international relations. With passing of six decades from independence of the
country and blossoming of independent foreign policy and
with occupation of Afghanistan
by former Soviet Union, in
Dec. 1979, the independence of
Afghanistan negated again.
In the very days, it was believed that this occupation is irrevocable. But, the people’s uprisings in various parts of the
country against this occupation
paved the way for the US and
its western partners for compensation of defeat in Vietnam
and success of cold war, to begin their activities and after
passing few years, the occupation issue has been changed
into the summit of tension between the two superpowers of
the world. In that time, the
public diplomacy led by different groups of Mujahidin of Afghanistan while was enjoying
from UN resolutions as well as
that of international community, parallel with politica l
agencies of occupied Afghanistan, the different agencies of
Mujahidin of Afghanistan with
the support of Afghan refugees
for promotion of their own
goals, and for salvation of Afghanistan from occupation of
the then Soviet Union were
functioned. This caused the
assistance of internationa l
community also be attracted for
this cause. With the agreement
of Geneva in 1988 and guarantee of Soviet Union and the

USA, roadmaps of peace were
signed between governments of
Afghanistan and Pakistan sans
attending of Mujahidin. Based
on the same, Moscow completed the withdrawal of its troops
from Afghanistan in very days
of 1989.
The aftermath was the political, military transformation
inside Afghanistan and disintegration of Soviet Union.
This is in a time that Pakistan experienced its defeats in
three great wars with India and
this caused Pakistan to be in
proxy war in the region and
gradually did to create disorder in Kabul and following
this, this country did to occupy
gradually Afghanistan by terrorist groups and extremists
that finally caused our country
be occupied completely by Taliban in Sep. 1996. Then, Pakistan made effort to harm the
international credibility of Afghanistan.
With withdrawal of Taliban
from Afghanistan, the new page
has been opened in foreign policy and foreign relations of Afghanistan with the world. The
first foreign tours of president
Karzai in 2001 were began to
establish cooperation agreements and ties between Afghanistan and the world nations. During his 13 years government, Hamid Karzai had
167 tours to different world
countries. Majority of those
tours were aimed to absorb the
cooperation of those countries
to Afghanistan. Likewise, in
those tours, he did to sign several accords and security pacts
between Afghanistan and other world nations.
In last year of his rule, with
emotional speeches, Hamid
Karzai enumerated as the factor behind political instability
in foreign policy and relations.
In oath ceremony, president
M ohamma d Ashra f Ghani
spoke about efforts of majority
countries for keeping warm the
battlefield in Afghanistan and
emphatically had sug gested

that for removal of these challenges and establishment of
good ties with partners and ensuring of security in the region,
he would have clear policies.
He regarded as the main
pivot, the expansion of five circles in foreign policy of his government with other nations,
president Ghani added that
need is felt for coordination
and mana gement of foreign
policy that be resulted to security and prosperity so that to
specify our five circles of relations in regional and world level.
In his first working day as
the president, Ghani signed
security and defense ag reement with the US and pledged
to expand relation with the
world specially with the US.
Within six months of his
tenure, president Ghani had
eleven tours to the world nations and within these tours,
he signed seven agreements of
security and economy.
In NATO summit that was
accompanied by Chief Executive Dr. Abdullah Abdullah,
president Ghani asked for continuation of security cooperation to Afghanistan.
Similarly, the visits of Dr.
Abdullah from India and president Ghani’s tour to Saudi Arabia were more effective in
peace process in the country
and led to great tension of Pakistan and such tensions between the two countries were
the headlines of media and
public opinion.
With all tensions existed in
foreign policy of Afghanistan,
we can say that this policy is
controlled and managed by this
country and in connection with
foreign policy of Afghanistan,
a political consensus is being
formed that based on it, Afghanistan would enjoy from peace
and expansion of economic relations among regional countries and stable political foreign relations can cause regional and world stability.
Daoud Nejrabi
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Farah pomegranate yields School building to be
increased by 11 percent constructed in Ghazni
GHAZNI: The construction work of a school building
started in Ghazni, the other
day, Bakhtar News Agency
(BNA) reported.
Provincial deputy for education directorate of the Ghazni Rahna Najmi told BNA, the
Wali Aser school building will
be built with the cost of eight
million and five thousand Afghanis from the development
budget of the Ministry of Education in Khak Ghariban village, capital of Ghazni province.
He said to the agency, the
school building will be inaugurated within six months and
would includ 12 classrooms,
two administrative rooms, restrooms and other necessary

FARAH CITY: Officials of
Provincial directorate of agriculture, irriga tion and livestock of Farah says, that pomegranate yields of the province
increased by 11 percent, Bakhtar News Agency (BNA) reported.

This year eight thousand
and two hundred eighty four
hectares of land were covered
by pomegranates trees and its
yields has reached to 145000
metric tons of pomegranate,
while Farah’s pomegranate
yields were reached to 133500

metric tons last year.
An official of provincial agriculture, irrigation and livestock directorate of the province
told BNA, that they are trying
to expand the pomegranate production areas in Farah next
year.

He added that assisting gardeners and providing advices for
obtaining better yields and expansion of the area is one of
the main reasons for increasing pomegranate yields in the
province.
The Kabul Times

Water supply network to
be built in Sar-e-Pul

SAR-E-PUL: The National Police started work on a water supply network in Sar-ePul province yesterday.
Police spokesman of Sare-Pul told BNA, the network
will be built in Imam Sahib
Kalan belonged to 3rd police
zone of Sar-e-Pul province
from the emergency budget of
Interior Ministry at the cost
of 500,000 Afghanis.
The network will be completed within the next two
months and will tackle the water problem of more than 200
households, including the
Third District Security Department.
Number of residents
praise the work of ANP in providing security and public order in that province.
The Kabul Times

accessories.
With the construction of
the school education ground

will be paved for 800 students,
BNA said.
The Kabul Times

Six held on charge of carrying
explosives in Parwan
CHARIKAR: Six people
accused of carrying Improvised Explosive Devices (IED)
detained in Parwan late last
night, Bakhtar News Agency
(BNA) reported.

Provincial spokesman of
Parwan governor Waheeda
Shahkar told BNA, the police
forces during an operation in
Chanzi area, Bagram district
of the province detained six

people accused of carrying explosives.
He added that a vehicle full
of explosives have been seized
from them.
The Kabul Times

102 armed oppositions killed
across Afghanistan: MoD

Taliban attack repulsed
in Kunduz
KUNDUZ CITY: Taliban
attack pushed back by Afghan
security forces in Qala Zaal
district, northern Kunduz province the night before last.
Gen. Abdul Rashid Bashir
police chief of Kunduz told
BNA,
Ta liban
militants
launched attack on Qala Zaal
district’s building that their
attack thwarted by Afghan security forces.
Several Taliban fig hters
including Qurishi a local commander of the group were
killed and more than 10 others
were injured during the attack,
Bashir added.
Taliban militants were
forced to flee from the area by
arriving reinforcement troops,
Bashir concluded.
The Kabul Times

KABUL: Afghan National
Defense and Security Forces
(ANDSF) conducting clearing
operations in some provinces of
the country killed 102 armed
oppositions, Ministry of National Defense, (MoD) stated
Bakthar News Agency (BNA).

Press office of MoD in a
statement told BNA, during the
Afghan national defense and
security forces operations in
relevant areas of Ghazni, Nangarhar, Maidan-wardak, Kunduz, Takhar, Faryab, Helmand
and Urozgan provinces, 102

armed milita nts were killed
and 72 others were wounded.
In
the
operations,
enemies’heavy and light weapons have been destroyed, the
statement added.
The Kabul Times
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Export of wheat flour to
Afghanistan resumes partially
LANDI KOTAL: Pakistan
resumed partial export of
wheat flour related items to Afghanistan via Torkham border
after about two months.
Sources at Torkham told
Dawn that federal government
had banned export of wheat
flour and related commodities
to Afghanistan since July 30
due to rising domestic demand. “The export quota of
wheat flour had also exhausted by the end of July and thus
its export was stopped,” they
added.
Sources said that federal
government finally agreed to
lift the ban on semolina (suji),
refined flour used in bakery
items and fine atta (flour) on
September 24 after prolonged
negotiations with the exporters. However, ban on regular
wheat flour was intact, they
added.
Jamal Afridi, a wheat ex-

AA 15

porter in Jamrud, told this
scribe that so far only one
truck loaded with refined flour,
fine atta and semolina flour
had crossed over to Afghanistan after the ban was lifted.
He said that other three to
four trucks loaded with the
same commodities were awaiting custom clearance at
Torkham as the clearing
agents and customs staffers
were busy in sorting out duty
in accordance with the value
of the items.
Ban on export of wheat
was imposed about two months
ago
Custom staff also acknowledged resumption of wheat-related items export to Afghanistan and said that at least 15
to 25 trucks loaded with wheat
flour and other related items
would go to Afghanistan via
Torkham on daily basis prior
to the imposition of ban on July

30.
Other sources at Torkham
said that smuggling of wheat
flour through unfrequented
routes to Afghanistan had
picked up momentum during
the nearly two-month ban.
They said that custom staff in
assistance with the border
guards had only recently
seized hundreds of flour bags
concealed in a truck apparently loaded with daily use retail
items on the surface of the
truck.
However, Jamal Afridi expressed the hope that with the
round the clock opening of
Torkham border and sufficient
stocks at hands, the federal
government would also lift ban
on export of regular wheat
flour as it would convey a positive message to the people of
Afghanistan.
VISIT: Capital City Police
Officer Karim Khan said on

Monday that a grand operation
would be launched soon in
Khyber tribal district against
narcotics.
He said this during a brief
visit to Jamrud Press Club. He
urged the local journalists to
help police in tracking down
drug smugglers.
“Illegal drugs are a curse
and its eradication is a mission in which help and assistance of journalists is vital,”
said the official. He added that
a comprehensive strategy
would be devised to nab all the
culprits involved in the heinous
crime.
He said that all the doubts
and apprehensions of Khasadar and Levies personnel
would be removed as they had
become part of regular police.
He said that all their issues
would be resolved.
Dawn

Elaha Saroor: Former “Afghan Star”
Singer Finds Freedom In Eclectic Folk
In 2010, singer-songwriter Elaha Soroor was in trouble. As a female Hazara singer performing on national TV,
on Afghan Star, an Afghanistan equivalent to American
Idol, she was basically embroiled in controversy from the
start. Soroor’s appearance on
the show had defied the conservative society; here was a
female singer, often portrayed
as amoral, who was also Hazara—an oppressed ethnicity
long discriminated against—
from a working-class family.
Some celebrated this historic
first, others scorned it, and
still others threatened Soroor. After releasing “Sangsar,” a song which openly criticized the stoning law (a brutal practice still common in
many areas of Afghanistan) the
death threats became real, and
escalated to public physical attacks by strangers. Fearing
for herself and her family, Soroor fled home and, soon joined
by her sister, went into hiding.
“No one would rent a room
or flat to a single young woman, and if they did recognize
[me], they would ask me to
leave immediately,” explains
Soroor. “Eventually, I had to
shave my head, wear baggy
masculine clothes, and pretend to be a boy. The trick
worked and for some time I
lived as a boy and I could walk
freely in the streets. I really
enjoyed that freedom.” But it
was an unsustainable freedom: “I was living in constant
fear that I’d be killed. I decided to leave first to save my life,
secondly to find and explore
the music of the world.”
Soroor’s love of music had
always existed on a taut balance between personal freedom and societal restraints.
As a child she spent part of her
childhood in Iran. Her father

relatives kept their connection alive.
“The cassettes were recordings of my uncles or aunties and their children playing
in the background, talking to
us, telling [us] that they were
well and hoping for the war to
finish so we could reunite
again. My mother would cry
for the joy of hearing the good
news and the sorrow of this
separation.” The family recordings ignited her burgeoning creativity, she says. “My
parents used to make me read
poems from my schoolbook. I
would try to perform in the
most melodic way, almost like
singing. I grew an interest in
the human voice and its ability
to carry emotions. In a sense
that was the moment I realized
I wanted to sing.”
Elaha Soroor Kefaya
Regardless, when music
became her calling, her family disapproved. “[They] were
not happy with my decision to
be part of this TV show [Afghan Star],” she says. “In fact,
I kept it secret for as long as I
could. It came to a point where
my popularity made it impossible to hide it from my parents and it had heavy repercussions.”
Eventually, Soroor made it
out of Afghanistan to the U.K.
There, she met two crucial collaborators, award-winning duo
guitarist Giuliano Modarelli
and pianist Al MacSween, aka
Kefaya. A kinship developed
over discussions about politics, art, Afghan culture, and
music. Soon they began playing concerts organized by Afghan diaspora communities
around Europe.
“They picked up Afghan
folk so quickly,” she says.
“They started putting their
own spin to the traditional
music and forging the sound

downright racist approach of
the British government towards asylum seekers, we
were all well-aware of the insecurity and danger Elaha potentially faced.”
“When I fled to the U.K. as
a refugee, I wanted to integrate
with the people who live around
me,” says Soroor. “But unfortunately, in the eyes of the
world, Afghan identity is defined by terrorism, war, the
Taliban, and uneducated, domesticated women who need
help. We, Kefaya and I, have
tried to show other associations with Afghanistan, different stories, different philosophy of life, the rich culture, my
beautiful mother language
[Farsi], and diversity of our
music.”
To do this, Soroor hand-selected a collection of folk
songs traditionally performed
by Afghan women. She
brought intimate pride to the
songs; Kefaya brought their
eclectic skills and influences,
along with a host of talented,
renowned musicians from all
over the world. A few days later, they emerged with Songs
of Our Mothers. The tracks
showcase Soroor’s passionate
and powerful voice, each narrating a story which—while
lyrically indecipherable for
non-Farsi speakers—pulses
with the confidence and grit of
a woman who refuses to buckle to hatred.
“In a way, all the songs
from the album are stories of
my journey in life. They are
all dear to me, but specifically
‘Gole Sadbarg’ and ‘Charsi.’
Every time I listen or sing
them, I see flashbacks of memories and [it] reminds me of
who I am,” says Soroor.
“Songs of Our Mothers is
aimed to be a bold protest

bought cassettes in the Afghan market and her brother
sometimes snuck in blackmarket CDs by Bollywood and
Western pop artists. Then
there were weddings, where
love and “forbidden” music
found a happy meeting. “If we
were lucky and invited to a
wedding party, we would hear
the latest Persian pop dance
tunes—illegally—or women
playing Daf, and singing folk
songs,” she says. The religious songs cleared for syndication on Iranian TV provided her with a steady source of
music, supplemented by a stint
in a Tajvid choir group, where
she perfected her singing
technique. But the most emotionally profound musical experience from childhood revolved around family. Part of
Soroor’s family remained in
Afghanistan, and sporadic letters and recordings between

that later became this album
[Songs of Our Mothers].”
In 2015, Kefaya released
Radio International, an eclectic album that featured guest
artists in varying genres on
each track. But now, with Soroor, they saw an opportunity
to narrow their focus. “Elaha
had important things to say,
both as an outspoken feminist
and as a refugee artist,” MacSween says. “We wanted to do
something much more specific for our second album. We
completely trusted in Elaha
[and] her choice of songs and
lyrics [that] genuinely reflected her lived experience. Likewise, she gave me and Giuliano
complete trust in our arrangements and production.” But
completing Songs of Our
Mothers was precarious. “We
didn’t know if she’d have the
right to remain in the U.K., and
because of the inhumane and

against the gender inequality,
sexism, and misogyny that exists on a global scale, in dedication to women around the
world whose image has been
erased, and whose voice has
been forbidden.”
Kefaya hopes for the same.
“I hope [listeners] learn about
the beauty of Afghan music,
poetry, and culture, and experience what can happen when
people come together in opposition to constructs of gender,
race, and nationality,” says
MacSween. “I hope people
question their own attitudes,
how their behavior can be reinforcing destructive attitudes towards women. And
question xenophobia towards
people from different parts of
the world, especially towards
asylum seekers and those that
have suffered.”
bandcamp

Afghan Advertisement
Notification for intention to contract award

National Procurement Authority (NPA) on behalf of
Ministry of Communication
and Information Technology
(MOCIT) is supposed to award
the contractof65 SDH for Afghan Telecom Companyunder
the contract No, NPA/MOCIT/

97/G-2345/ICB withZTEAfghanistan,having licenses
No. I-I10884,located Share
Now, House No 6, Kabul,
Afghanistan;in the amount of
USD646,680.00 (Six Hundred
forty six thousand and six hundred eighty US dollars only ).

Bidders who appeal reconsideration or have any objection, they can submit their application within 7 days to the
National Procurement Authority, Procurement Facilitation Directorate from the date
of announcement.

This notification does not
constitute award of contract.
The contract shall not be
awarded until the notice provided elapsed and complaints,
if any received, is addressed
in compliance with appeal and
review manual.

Taliban miscalculated...

From P2...

freedom. We kept our promise and he was a candidate in
the current election. His results will also be a sort of a
test to see if the Taliban have
strong support among the people of Afghanistan.
DER SPIEGEL: Beyond all
the chaos in the White House,
it seems clear that President
Trump isn’t the only one fed
up with the U.S. mission in Afghanistan. Can you understand his frustration and that
of the American people?
President Ghani: I totally
understand that. The international troops have been here
for almost 18 years now, a very
long and painful time. I am
aware that Afghanistan cannot
be a millstone around the international community’s neck
forever. We also shouldn’t forget that the U.S. started with a

different mission than the one
it has today. They wanted to
root out al-Qaida after the horrible 9/11 attacks. I have full
understanding for the will in
Washington and elsewhere to
withdraw their troops once
this goal has been reached.
That’s why we’re working
hard to be able to take care of
all of our security issues ourselves soon.
DER SPIEGEL: Even if the
Taliban were to agree to a deal,
the question remains how
much control the negotiators
really have over all the movement and the terror groups
like the Haqqani network or
others.
President Ghani: Obviously, that is the 1 billion questions. I have no clear answer
or strategy for that yet. But if
we can at least separate the

Taliban from other militant
groups here like the Islamic
State, for example, we would
weaken these groups significantly. This would serve a common goal shared by us and the
international community.
DER SPIEGEL: Let us
come back to the elections for
a moment. What will you do if
you are defeated by another
candidate?
President Ghani: I would
instantly go back to my love,
which is teaching, research
and writing. I have six unfinished manuscripts to complete, and I want to work with
the young generation again.
So, I would return to university as soon as I could.
DER SPIEGEL: I heard almost the same words from
former President Hamid
Karzai when I met him here

2014. He said at that time he
would become a normal Afghan
citizen again.
President
Ghani:
(Laughs) Mr. Karzai is certainly not a normal Afghan citizen. He is still one of the political heavyweights here and
he has entered into the fray. I
don’t want to blame him for
doing so - it was totally his
right to engage himself. But
my path will be different. DER
SPIEGEL: You don’t sound as
though you really fear you
might have to move out of the
presidential palace soon. President Ghani: That depends on
the Afghan citizens. The signs
are good that I will have five
more years to work hard for
the future of Afghanistan. But
just like everyone else, I will
have to wait for the final results. Monitoring Desk
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Iraq reopens central Green Zone in Baghdad after situation ‘stabilized’
Iraq has reopened the central Green Zone in Baghdad,
two days after temporarily sealing it off and suspending internet services, the Iraqi News
Agency reported on Tuesday.
Citing their correspondent,
the news agency reported that
the f ortified Green Zone
opened after the “situation stabilized and life returned to

www.facebook.com/thekabultimes
twitter.com/thekabultimes
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Syria: Kurds vow to form 'human
shields' to fend off looming push
Kurdish civilians in northeastern Syria are planning to
stage open-ended sit-ins in areas near the border with Turkey in response to a looming
Turkish military opera tion,
according to local activists and
journalists.
Sitting in "huge tents",
people of all ages have begun
gathering in the towns of Ras
al-Ain, Tal Abyad and Kobane.
"[They] want to stand as human shields to prevent a Turkish a dva nce," said Arin
Sheikhmous, an activist based
in Qamishli, where hundreds
also gathered outside a United
Nations office to call for international action. The gatherings on Monday came a day after the United Sta tes announced its decision to withdraw troops from the northeastern region. Washington's move
cleared the way for Ankara to
launch its long-threatened offensive and left the Kurdishled Syrian Democratic Forces
(SDF) across the border at risk
of being attacked by Turkey,
which considers them as "terrorists". Ankara is yet to reveal
the exact scope of its planned

incursion, but has long said it
wants to create a so-called "safe
zone" into neighbouring Syria's northeast region. It has previously suggested it would carry out operations east of the
Euphrates River.
The SDF, which spearheaded the US-led campaign against
ISIL, described Washington's
withdrawal announcement as a
"stab in the back" but promised to "defend our land at all
costs". Founded in 2015, the
SDF says it wants to create an
autonomous federa tion in
northern Syria along the lines
of the Rojava region. The umbrella group's makeup largely
consists of Kurdish YPG fighters and smaller groupings of
Arab, Turkmen and Armenian
forces. It now controls a vast
area, stretching 480km (300
miles) from east of the Euphrates to the border with Iraq about a quarter of Syria.
According to Sheikhmous,
all segments of society in the
region including Kurds, Arabs
and Syriacs - an ancient Christian population - oppose a possible Turkish incursion.
Aljazeera

Afghanistan
needs more...
From P1...
aces and members of such families, we did start reconstruction process of the palaces,”
Atash said.
The statement also quoted
the president as saying that after zone building process completion, 16 corridors would be
constructed in Kabul, next to
the historical Balahesar or fortress, and reconstruction work
should be restarted on the 20
caravansaries which are the
symbol of trade and historical
area of the country.
The president also focused
on the archeology values and
said that less points were without texts. And to give link between text and ultra-text, there
was a need for building a committee, the statement said.
Pointing to the culturists,
President Ghani said culture
cannot produce state but you
can produce it and that for cultural rehabilitation, an entity
should be established and that
government would allocate
some cashes to be used in the
cultural rehabilitation, under
the culturists management.
The Kabul Times

normal.”
They added that the move
came after the success of negotiations between the prime
minister’s office and demonstrators, where the government
is working toward meeting the
protesters’ demands.
The fortified Green Zone
houses government buildings
and foreign embassies in the
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Iraqi capital.
On Saturday, Prime Minister Adil Abdul Mahdi announced a series of reforms in
response to protesters’ demands, including allowing lowincome residents to apply for
residential land, will be enforced.
Alarabiya

thekabultimes.gov.af

Sudan has received half of $3 bln
aid promised by Saudi and UAE
Sudan has received half of
$3 billion in aid promised by
Saudi Arabia and the United
Arab Emirates in April and expects the remainder to be paid
by the end of next year, Sudan’s
finance minister said late on
Monday.
The Gulf countries agreed
the aid package soon after
former President Oma r alBashir was ousted, throwing a
lifeline to Sudan’s new military leaders at the time.
Finance Minister Ibrahim
Elbadawi said Saudi Arabia and
the UAE had deposited $500
million in the Sudanese centra l ba nk, while $1 billion
worth of petroleum products,
wheat and agricultural production inputs had been received.
Long lines for bread and
fuel are a recurring feature of
Sudan’s economic crisis.
“I met with the ambassadors of the Kingdom and of the
UAE, and we agreed on a programmed schedule that will
God willing take us to the end
of 2020, to finish off the rest of

the grant,” Elbadawi said.
He wa s speaking on the
sidelines of an event in Abu
Dhabi, where Prime Minister
Abdalla Hamdok is visiting after traveling to Riyadh earlier
in the week.
There was no immedia te
response from the government

media offices of Saudi Arabia
and the UAE to a Reuters request for comment.
Sudan’s new prime minister was accompanied on his visit to the Gulf by General Abdel
Fattah al-Burhan, head of the
transitional sovereign council,
and other senior officials.

Last month, Elbadawi announced a nine-month economic rescue plan aimed at
curbing rampant inflation
while ensuring supplies of basic goods, which would keep
bread and petrol subsidies in
place until at least June 2020.
Alarabiya
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